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My own darling Effie: 
      What a poor shift letters are when we want to see each other so much.  True they are 
vastly better than nothing as we should very soon o[w]n if we had to do without them but they 
don’t fill the want and after writing or reading the letters there is still the want unsatisfied.  We 
want each other[,] to see each other & caress each other & kiss each other & all the rest that 
being together means.  We know that we could have all these things & tell each other so much 
by our looks to make us happy_  We can do a great deal as it is but not nearly so much as by an 
hours talk together.  But there isn’t any use in wishing for the impossible & I can’t have you to 
look at till Christmas & yet I can’t keep down my longing.  I haven’t written you much about it 
but it has been hard enough some times.  I can tell you but I have got to get used to it & got to 
stand it & got to stand it better than I did last year for it made us both a great deal of trouble 
last year.  Darling it seems very hard to have you so far away from me, for we could be so happy 
if we could be together & we can’t be happy apart.  But where is the use of whining over it[?]  I 
have got to stand it & there isn’t any use of crying over it.  The piano is a great help and I enjoy 
it very much.  It stands at present in the place where the ward robe stood & that stands in the 
middle of the three bay windows of the bay window, making this window useless but I can 
spare it.  I think I will keep it where it is now for I use it most at night and that is most 
convenient to the chandelier.  The space where the bureau stands I had thought of but it isn’t 
quite wide enough & is too near the heater besides.  I think I may make some future change but 
that is the way the thing stands at present.  You weren’t wrong in imagining that there is lots of 
room for it in the bay window but light & temperature consideration go against that place for it.  
It is in pretty good tune so I wont have it tuned yet but will wait awhile.  It isn’t as good a piano 
as the one Mrs Atwater had & I don’t like it as well as our piano at Madison but it is much 
better than the average piano & was I believe a high priced instrument.  It will be a great 
institution this winter & will help me through a good many dark hours.  For a there are some 
dark ones in store.  I know that very well.  I tramped over to the post office this morning & got 
your letter & this afternoon I attended chapel.  The rest of the time I have had my shoes & 
stockings off and been carbolizing the itchy members.  I expect I shall have a horrid hard time to 
stand it long enough to run classes.  Hang it I don’t see why I have to poison so terribly easy.  I 
didn’t see the stuff until I was about done & then there was only one leaf in sight.  I wish I could 
stop having such a mean skin.  I itch or burn or something about all the time & yet I have a 
perfect hide.  If I had a respectable skin there would be some sense perhaps in its being so 
horribly irritable.  I rejoice every time I think what a bully hawl I got of stuff.  I shan’t have to go 
near the place again this year I guess __  Your letters were both at the office when I got here 
this morning & I felt repaid for going.  You Darling[,] you do try to help me all you can & I 
appreciate it & it is a great deal that you do & I know at how great a cost you write now your 
eyes are so troublesome.  O Effie I shall be so glad when we don’t have to depend on letters any 
longer. 
      Speaking of people appreciating the feeling of lovers — I quite agree with you.  I think 
Will & Dele were by far the most appreciative and I think their treatment helped in every way 
to make that two days almost the pleasantest two days of the whole summer.  If it is silly to be 
so weak as to be in love it isn’t pleasant to have it the subject of eternal comment.  I know I am 



considered over sensitive about teasing on that subject.  There are two kinds of teasing[,] one 
which I will call sympathetic teasing & one which makes the person teased feel that you think 
him a sort of Jack to be made fun of & poked at on every occasion.  I think that I am highly 
sensitive to the latter form of teasing.  It is hard to help feeling that the reason I am foolish for 
being in love is because I am such a goose that I can’t hide it & go about like anybody else.  The 
girls at home didn’t tease you a third as much but they went for me because they thought I 
made an ass of myself.  I will bet that some of them would be as bad as I was or worse if it ever 
comes their turn.  I think that Will & Dele were the best to us of any we met during the 
vacation.  I wish we could have been cooler & taken things easier but I kept feeling all the time 
that it was a loss of time & that we were most interested in each other & it was a shame to 
have to give up each other.  I counted the Morristown visit[,] except the first part of it with Ada 
that I did enjoy[,] a sort of failure for there didn’t seem any place to put me.  You & Cousin 
Mary could visit together or Cousin Mary & I but I didn’t feel as tho we all three could visit 
together & enjoy things & I felt mean enough in the evening.  I don’t suppose that Cousin Mary 
dreamed but what we were having the best kind of a time.  I am glad we didn’t go to Warwick 
for we ought to save that up until we can enjoy visiting away together & we couldn’t do that 
last summer.  If we are married in the spring we can visit the Hillers & Warwick & perhaps some 
other folks & stay long enough at a place to get a little settled down & really have a good time. 
         You seem to be having extraordinary luck at Scat.  Keep it up for you need something to 
brace you up.  I haven’t had a game of Scat yet since I got here.  I have only been up to see the 
ladies twice since I got here[,] once last week & once the week before.  The last time was last 
week Wednesday.  I told Miss Weed at supper that I should be up that evening & Miss Elder 
parenthetically remarked that she would have to begin her reading pretty soone & ought to 
read that night.  I accordingly stayed about three quarters of an hour.  I dont know that 
anything is the matter with Miss Elder.  She seems the same as usual outside.  I didn’t go to her 
room or say I was coming but wen to see her but Miss Weed had asked her to come in her 
room.  She did so & I noticed that she was ripping up a dress.  That was the way she had to 
read.  I didn’t care anything about her coming in & should have preferred to visit with Miss 
Weed alone.  Miss Weed told me in so many words that she thought that for the sake of 
appearances I had better not come up there very often but Miss Elder preferred to beat around 
the bush & was too awfully busy etc and now by Jove I won’t waste my time calling on her this 
term.  I used to think[,] silly as it seems[,] that Miss Elder was jealous of my caring more for 
Miss Weed which is the case & Miss Weed knows it & I guess Miss Elder does too.  Miss Elder is 
selfish & won’t put herself out one bit for me while Miss Weed will & was very pleasant all last 
year about doing things & so on_  I shan’t go up there any thing like as much as I did last year & 
I shan’t need to.  I am not going to get as blue as I did last year.  At least I am not going to have 
so hard a time with my blues_  I suppose I cant help having them some for at times the awful 
want gets the best of me in spite of all I can do.  I am glad Truxton got the worst of it for his 
finessing.  It serves him just right.  If he intended to stay & was trying a jew game[,] as seems to 
be the case[,] he deserves what he got.  He probably got his cue from Mr. Artz case & thought 
he would be allowed to stay but he didn’t consider that there is slight difference between 
himself & Mr. Artz.  If he gets a chum & pays well enough then of course the best plan is to take 
them.  Things look encouraging for filling the house.  It is hard for you three to have to pile into 
the basement but of course that is best & you can be quite comfortable there except that you 



cannot easily arrange to be alone.  I will be patient[,] Effie Love[,] & endure.  I shan’t ever 
become angelic enough to feel that it is all right for you to have to fight for a chance to write to 
me but I will appreciate your position & be patient.  I am glad that Jule is with us and hope she 
won’t change her mind_  Yesterday I invested in what I guess you would have to laugh at if you 
could see them[,] a pair of very heavy walking shoes of a pattern called the “Wankemphast 
Shoe.”  They are for use in tramping about between here & Lafayette etc to save my other 
shoes which break up very soon upon the gravel & loose stones of the walk between home & 
the city.  I think I shall find them a good investment but they are very broad soled & not at all an 
elegant shoe.  They weigh I should guess at least 5 pounds apiece_  This morning I read 
Channing’s sermon upon the fundamental ideas of Unitarian Christianity and it contained many 
things that I think are pretty solid.  Nothing that he said changed my own views but I found that 
in many points his view coincided with my own_  One view of his I should not want to admit for 
he implies that God would not give us a religion that we could not understand[,] at least I think 
he means that & that I don’t believe for I can’t think that a religion that we could understand 
would be good enough for us or if good enough for us, would be good enough for man ten or a 
hundred generations hence[,] when as we have every reason to believe men would feel more 
enlightened than they are at present.  I think that if all Unitarians agreed with Channing & were 
as good as he that I should like the sect very much more for I certainly do believe that a system 
like the one he sets forth is about the most rational one.  Still I do not see how we can believe 
that Christ was only human[,] not divine.  But I don’t want to bother with that fr anymore for I 
have thought it out over & over & over again & and can’t settle it.  I do agree with Channings 
view of the atonement[,] that God forgives the repententant sinner straight out[,] & being a 
god of mercy & not that god only transfers the debt & charges it to the account of Christ’s 
suffering_  Our new minister is here & Bechtel has been gone a month.  The new mans name is 
Marine.  I haven’t seen him yet but they all like him very much.  I haven’t resumed my sunday 
school class & probably shall not do so.  I certainly shall not unless I am strongly urged_   
        I had thought somewhat of going down to Troops for board.  I don’t know yet whether 
he has any boarders.  If he has of course I could get board there too.  It is about five minutes 
walk from here but that wouldn’t bother me much & if I could get board for the same money I 
should be tempted to go.  With the perquisites Mrs. Stockton has[,] the board isn’t really so 
very cheap[,] tho the money dont come out of us.  She has her rent free & heat & gas & besides 
has grounds where she can raise all her potatoes[,] corn etc & pasture for her cow & stable free 
& I think free for her horse.  I should say this was worth seventy five cents a week per individual 
or nearly that.  It is surely as good to her as if we paid $3.50 per week, and table board at the 
Stockton House is only four dollars a week & there isn’t the least comparison.  I don’t object to 
the fare so much[,] tho that isn’t as good as it ought to be[,] as I object to the way she has it 
served.  When they change the plates for des[s]ert the plates are heaped up on a large table on 
one side of the dining room and the clatter as the girls pitch them on the table is sometimes 
almost distracting.  But there is no use in complaining.  I go for her every once in a while but she 
don’t know any better.  She is a hoosier & was “raised’ on a farm & she don’t mind eating in a 
whirl wind_  She makes money out of the thing for she is building a house for herself in 
Chauncey & has it almost rented & the folks dying to move in as soon as possible.  She is of the 
kind who knows how to make money out of a restaurant.  I should like well enough to get away 



but I don’t want to pay anymore if I can help it.  I presume it will end in my staying here for it is 
very convenient to have my meals right here.   
      I have finished the novel of Robt Buchannan.  I was reading the one I brought along to 
read in the train.  It is pretty good & I will send it to you by & by to read_  I have found out that 
this Buchan. is not the Indianapolis man.  He is James Buchanan.  This fellow is some English 
man or other.  This story is much longer than Matt & much better too.  It is quite picturesque.  
The scene is laid in Scotland & the love story is pretty improbable & not as interesting as ours 
but still kind of interesting.  I haven’t had any return of the shiver I had last week & feel better 
the last few days of that pain.  I think I am in good health physically except as regards the 
cuticle of my feet that is quite warm & itchy.  I am terribly lonely but that isn’t anything new.  
And now My darling goodbye for the present with the fondest deepest tenderest love for my 
Effie & no end of it from your own loving 
              Harry__ 


